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Abstract 

The present study is a joint investigation of timestyles and hedonic shopping 
motivations in consumer behaviour. Both concepts have been studied in isolation in 
marketing literature. However, analysing hedonic shopping motivations together with the 
different timestyles will provide a better understanding of the shopping experience.  Using 
two scales –timestyle and hedonic shopping motivations- a cluster analysis reveals three 
shopping segments: Efficient-recreational, erratic and pragmatic.  The utility of this typology 
is discussed both for future research and retail strategy.  

Introduction 

Shopping is an activity that includes the search for products and gratification or 
hedonic experiences. Nevertheless, these reasons to buy are subject to certain resources: 
money, time, energy and effort. 

While the impact of restrictions in budget has been broadly studied in marketing, scant 
research has been carried out into the interaction between hedonic shopping motivations and 
time management. 

It seems logical to consider that in an urban society, with all its associated time 
constraints, time should be managed as rationally as money is. That means that buyers should 
organise it the same way they try to manage their money. 

In spite of the fact that spending time is not the same as spending money (Soman, 
2000), we can compare the management of both resources. We also consider the existence of 
management strategies for time resources, promoted for gratifications or hedonic rewards 
(Wagner, 2007).  

Buying is a wide and heterogeneous activity, so we just consider one of its aspects: 
shopping. We know that shopping is an increasingly popular leasuretime activity for both men 
and women. Nevertheless it is still more common in women, so we are initially limiting our 
study to them, and in future phases we shall extend it to men. 
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To define the resource, we chose the timestyle concept:  the way of experiencing and 
using time (Cotte et al, 2004)  which considers different aspects of time. 

Despite the great importance of the shopping activity and the increasing need for 
further research to define efficient business strategies, there is still very little literature which 
explains consumers purchase profiles depending on the hedonic gratifications obtained and 
their timestyle. 

Therefore, the research questions of this study are: (Q1) Do women of the same socio-
demographic segment approach the use of time while shopping in the same way? (Q2)  Do 
women of the same socio-demographic segment experience the same hedonic shopping 
motivations?, (Q3) Are buying patterns significantly different in the chosen segment?, and 
(Q4) What type of strategies could we recommend to retailers with respect to the different 
buying patterns?    

From a sample of 257 women aged 30 to 50 and living in urban areas, we apply a 
questionnaire to measure the following constructs: timestyle and hedonic shopping 
motivations. We then develop a typology of women as regards shopping and we get three 
different segments: efficient-recreational, pragmatic and erratic. We note how despite the 
homogeneity of the sample, there are significantly different behavioural patterns derived from 
their timestyle and hedonic shopping motivations. 

 
Methodology 

 
Survey respondents were 257 women aged 30 to 50,  residents of the metropolitan 

area of Madrid, active, and with a relatively high level of education.  The sample was very 
homogeneous in order to find differences due to the studied variables: time and hedonic 
shopping motivations. We know  that this segment has a real lack of time and is responsible 
for most of the household consumption decisions.  

The questionnaire was sent by e- mail to the sample and contained 52 initial items (5-
point agree-disagree response format), together with introduction and classification items. The 
questionnaire gathered information on two areas: timestyle and hedonic shopping motivations 
based on previous research.  

Data was first submitted to an exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis and then a 
cluster analysis was performed to identify the existence of possible taxonomies underlying 
time style in consumer purchase behaviour and its associated hedonic pleasure. 

A cluster analysis was performed to identify the existence of possible taxonomies 
underlying time style in consumer purchase behaviour and its associated hedonic pleasure. 
A hierarchical cluster with Ward algorithm was performed. The dendogram suggested the 
existence of three different groups. Then a k-means cluster analysis was performed. 
 

Results 
Cluster 1 (74 cases, 28.8%), labelled “Efficient-Recreational” is composed of a 

majority of women who enjoy shopping and browsing. They engage in efficient, organised —
monochromic— planning, routine oriented use of time, but are “present oriented”. They enjoy 
shopping trips and love the experience. This does not mean to say that they do not plan or that 
they do not know how to organise their shopping time. On the contrary, they are quite well 
organised, are good planners, they follow routines with respect to choosing those 
establishments in which they know they will enjoy themselves, and they are oriented towards 
the present. They love to go shopping and enjoy the experience. They are in their element 
whenever they are in shops. These are women who prefer establishments that offer a great 
deal of choice, such as hypermarkets or shopping centres, places with a huge product range 
that offer excellent possibilities to explore. An Efficient - Recreational woman is always able 
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to set aside a gap in her diary to renew part of her wardrobe for the new season. She will 
never have unlimited time to devote to this, but she enjoys the little time she does have to the 
maximum. 

Cluster 2 (88 cases, 34.2%), which we refer to as “Erratic”, are women who also like 
to go shopping. In contrast to the women described in the previous paragraph, they feel less 
time pressure, and the way in which they use their time is less efficient and structured. They 
are not slaves to routine and are polychronic, thus making them unpredictable as regards their 
shopping patterns; in short, they are somewhat erratic. The erratic shopper decides beforehand 
what she is going to buy, but not where she is going to buy it. She will enter a shop because 
she sees a product that interests her in the window, and her present-based temporal orientation 
combined with her lack of time pressure will probably result in her losing all notion of time as 
she entertains herself by exploring. She is not a woman who would admit to being an 
enthusiastic shopper, but she does enjoy it and is sensitive to the stimuli that the retail outlets 
offer her. The erratic shopper knows that she needs a pair of shoes, what she does not know is 
either where or when she is going to buy them. What happens is that on any afternoon she 
will find herself going into a shop, buying the shoes and then entertaining herself by browsing 
around other departments, because although she would never admit to loving the shopping 
experience, deep down inside she really does enjoy it.  

Cluster 3 (95 cases, 37%), which we refer to as “Pragmatic”, is the largest group. 
Pragmatic women do not like to go shopping or explore shops, in fact they positively dislike 
it. The aim of the pragmatic woman is to obtain maximum productivity from her time. These 
are shoppers in search of efficiency. To lessen the negative effect that shopping has on them, 
they focus on the future, anticipate their needs so as not to forget anything, organise their 
shopping trips and make sure that everything runs as smoothly as possible. The pragmatic 
woman does not improvise when it comes to shopping. She knows what she wants to buy and 
where to buy it, and allows herself few surprises because she does not explore. When she 
knows the time has come to renew part of her wardrobe, the pragmatic woman picks her 
moment to go shopping, dedicates as little time as possible to it as she can and makes sure 
that she returns home with everything she needs because she knows that if she does not she 
will only have to go out shopping again. 

Discussion  

The taxonomy obtained from a combined scale of hedonic motivations and the 
different aspects concerning the use of time provides a broader and deeper vision of the 
shopping experience for women and has a wide application in retail and distribution research. 
This typology is consistent with others found in the literature.  

There are many references in the literature about the “Pragmatic” buyer (Bellenger 
and Korgaonkar, 1980, Arnold and Reynolds, 2003, Millan and Howard, 2007).  The main 
characteristic of this segment is the importance given to the rational and economic reasons to 
buy. In our study, the “pragmatic” buyer is the largest segment. The literature states, however, 
a greater presence of recreational consumers. Although we have already noted the limited 
value of the size of the segments, this discrepancy may be due to the profile of the sample: 
73% of respondents experienced a high sense of lack of time.  

The segment we have labelled “Efficient Recreational” is also partially depicted in the 
literature as recreational (Westbrook and Black, 1985, Wakefield and Baker, 1998, Ruiz et al., 
2004, Millan and Howard, 2007, Gilboa, 2009). We added the qualifier of efficient because 
she is a women who plans her activities, knows where to shop, is conscious of her lack of 
time and finds shopping a pleasant activity because it is a reward for herself.  
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There are no references in the literature about the “Erratic” segment.  
 

Implications 
Implications for researchers: Simultaneously measuring motivations and time use 

provides a viewpoint that clarifies the differences that exist within a homogeneous socio-
demographical segment.  

Applying this to the study of distribution goes beyond the traditional approach, which 
only focuses either upon the motives or exclusively upon time because this provides a clearer 
interpretation of the experience. When in marketing we speak of the experience, it seems as 
though an identity between experience and pleasure is produced. Experience is the result of 
motivations within time. Pragmatic shoppers seek out and enjoy experiences when they “go 
shopping”, but these are of a different nature to those expected and enjoyed by efficient-
recreational or erratic shoppers.  

The conclusions obtained can also be used as a starting point when researching into 
the stimuli perceived in the establishments and the results obtained from going shopping: 
expenditure, volume of articles bought, loyalty to the establishment, satisfaction obtained 

Implications for retailers. A consumer typology in which timestyle is related with the 
motivations behind going shopping would, without a shadow of a doubt, enable those in 
charge of the commercial establishments to better understand their customers and take 
decisions oriented towards generating shopping experiences in accordance with their 
expectations. 
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